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This paper investigates the feasibility of using differential

drag as a means of nano-satellite formation control. Differential

drag is caused when the ballistic coefficients of the spacecraft in

a formation are not equal. The magnitude of differential drag

depends on the difference in ballistic coefficients and also the

altitude of the spacecraft formation. AGI’s Satellite Tool Kit

(STK) is used initially to assess the magnitude of drifts caused

due to differential drag for different altitudes. This information

is then used to show that it is feasible to use differential drag

for spacecraft formation control. A simple PID controller is

then implemented that adjusts the cross-sectional areas of the

satellites such that the energies of the orbits remain equal. Results

are presented that show that the control law can maintain the

formation separation with reasonable accuracy.
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NOMENCLATURE

a Acceleration, m/s2

A Cross-sectional area, m2

Cd Drag coefficient

E Orbital energy, MJ/kg

F10:7 Solar radiation flux index

kp Geomagnetic planetary index

Kp Proportional gain

Ki Integral gain

Kd Derivative gain

m Spacecraft mass, kg

R Radius vector, km

SFU Solar Flux Unit, W/m2 Hz

t Time, seconds

Vrel Velocity relative to the atmosphere, m/s

! Angular mean motion, rad/s

½ Atmospheric density, kg/m3

STK Satellite Tool Kit

HPOP High-precision orbit propagator

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of spacecraft formation keeping using

drag panels was first proposed by C. L. Leonard

[1] in 1989. In her paper, Leonard discussed the

feasibility of using differential drag panels as a means

of formation keeping of spacecraft formations for low

altitude orbits and showed that formation keeping

with differential drag is possible. There are many

advantages of using differential drag as actuation for

formation keeping and they are

1) mass savings due to the lack of a conventional

propulsion system,

2) no contamination from propellant exhaust;

ideal for missions that have highly sensitive onboard

sensors,

3) relative acceleration generated is very small

and so there is no shock generated; ideal for missions

that have sensors that are very sensitive to shock and

vibrations.

However there are also drawbacks of using such a

system and they are listed below.

1) Cross-track drift is difficult to control.

2) Relative positions cannot be controlled to a

very high accuracy and in a given frame of time.

3) Mathematical modeling of motion is difficult

due to numerous unpredictable time-varying factors.

Given the scope and the limitations of the system,

the differential drag technology would be ideal

for nano-satellite formation flying missions that

need coarse control accuracy requirements. Many

other propellant-free actuation concepts have been

proposed in the literature for nano-satellite formation

keeping. They are the the Coulomb force concept

[2], magnetic dipole interaction concept [3], and
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the intracavity photon thruster concept [4]. Most of

the above-mentioned concepts require an enormous

amount of power and/or work only for extremely

small inter-satellite separation distances and none of

the above technologies have been validated in space.

Station keeping with differential drag is a proven

concept and has been successfully demonstrated by

OrbComm [5] for constellation station keeping of

their satellites in supplement to propellant-based

station keeping. However, there are no missions

that have utilized the differential drag concept

for spacecraft formation keeping or formation

maneuvering.

In the past, there has been an instance when

differential drag actually disrupted a spacecraft

rendezvous mission. The Snap-1 and Tsinghua

were designed by the Surrey Satellite Technology

Limited and launched in 2000 aboard a Cosmos-3M

rocket. The satellites were placed in orbits of slightly

different altitudes. Due to the altitude difference

and the different effective cross-sectional areas, the

effects of differential drag then dominated the relative

dynamics pushing the satellites further and further

away. Attempts were initially made by the controllers

on ground to reduce the drift by raising the orbit of

Snap 1 but the satellites did not come close to each

other due to the depletion of onboard fuel.

Differential drag acceleration is caused when there

is a difference in one of the following parameters;

effective cross-sectional area, mass, drag coefficient,

instantaneous altitude (atmospheric density) and the

velocity relative to the atmosphere. The acceleration

due to aerodynamic drag can be expressed as [6]

ādrag =¡
1

2

CdA

m
½V2rel

V̄rel
jVrelj

: (1)

For identical spacecraft flying in a close formation,

differential drag acceleration could be achieved

by varying the effective cross-sectional area either

by changing the spacecraft attitude or by using

deployable drag panels. C. L. Leonard [1] in her

paper showed that maintaining a formation with drag

panels is possible for low altitude orbits (» 400 km).
But as we go higher (> 400 km) the density of
the atmosphere reduces and so do the effects of

differential drag.

The objective of this paper is to find the effective

range of altitudes for which formation maintenance

with differential drag is feasible. The study will also

help to identify the necessary differential drag-area

requirements for controlling a nano-satellite formation.

Based on the study results, a control law is developed

that adjusts the cross-sectional area of the satellites by

comparing the energies of the satellites in formation.

There are several other control methods in literature

that treat this type of problem [7—10].

Fig. 1. Example of formation keeping with drag panels.

It should be noted that the objective of this

paper is not to provide the best control method

but to determine feasibility of the concept for

spacecraft formation flight. The whole study was

conducted with the help of the high precision orbit

propagator (HPOP) module of the Satellite Tool

Kit (STK) and the control laws were implemented

in Matlab/Simulink. Unless stated, the atmospheric

model used in the simulations was the Naval Research

Laboratory Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter

Radar (NRLMSISE) 2000 [11].

II. FEASIBILITY STUDY

A. Factors that Affect Differential Drag

For the feasibility study, we consider two almost

identical nano-satellites weighing 8 kg flying in a

leader-follower formation as shown in Fig. 1. The

orbits are assumed to be circular. We assume equal

effective cross-sectional areas of 0:09 m2 (0:3 m£
0:3 m) and drag coefficients of 2.0. The orbits of the
spacecraft are considered to be Sun-synchronous. The

satellites have drag panels that can open and close to a

variable extent to control their relative positions. For

simulation purposes, a 10% difference (0:009 m2)
in drag area is assumed. It should not be difficult to

interpolate the effects for cases with more or less drag

area as the differential drag acceleration is directly

proportional to the difference in area. The magnitude

of drifts they can achieve with differential drag

depends directly on the density of the atmosphere,

which in turn depends on many factors like the solar

flux, the geomagnetic activity, and the operational

altitude.

Solar flux, or the incident radiation arriving from

the Sun, affects the atmospheric density through

nearly instantaneous heating from extreme ultraviolet

radiation (EUV of FEUV). Geomagnetic activity

affects the atmosphere through delayed heating of

atmospheric particles from collisions with charged

energetic particles from the Sun. Together these

effects increase the atmospheric density at higher

altitudes by increasing particle collisions. The level

of solar flux and geomagnetic activity at any time are

difficult to predict but fall within a range of values.

For the solar flux, the F10.7 (FEUV) values are
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Fig. 2. Along-track drift due to a 10% differential drag-area at

different solar activity periods for 600-km altitude.

between 70 to 300 SFU (1 solar flux unit or SFU =

1£ 10¡22 W/m2 Hz) depending on the period of solar
activity [12]. The geomagnetic planetary index kp

varies from 0 (low activity) to 9 (high activity).

The drifts achievable with a 10% differential

drag-area for different solar activity periods at 600-km

altitude are shown in Fig. 2. In the simulations,

the formation was initially spaced at 1000 m and

the cross-sectional area of the deputy satellite was

increased by 10%. A simulation step size of 1 s and a

simulation time of 1 day yielded the following results.

At low solar activity, the drifts in the along-track

direction and the radial direction due to 10%

differential drag-area are almost 15 m/day and

0.15 m/day, respectively. Drag also decreases the

altitude of the master spacecraft by 2 m/day for the

assumed spacecraft configuration. Please note that the

drift in the along-track direction is nonlinear and is

provided here in drift/day format only for comparison

purposes.

For normal solar activity periods, the drifts in the

along-track direction and the radial direction due to

10% differential drag-area are almost 110 m/day and

1.2 m/day, respectively. The loss of altitude for such

an activity period is 13 m/day.

For high solar activity period, the drifts in the

along-track direction and the radial direction due

to 10% differential drag-area are almost 460 m/day

and 4.5 m/day, respectively. The loss of altitude of

the master spacecraft for such an activity period

is 57 m/day. The results of the simulation are

summarized in Table I.

It can be seen from the simulation results that the

drifts are significant in magnitude even at low solar

activity for the 600 km altitude. This is because the

drifts are caused not only by the differential drag

acceleration but also by the velocity increase due to

the radial drift.

The planetary geomagnetic index kp, also changes

with time and affects the differential drag acceleration

Fig. 3. Along-track drift due to a 10% differential drag at

different geomagnetic activity periods for 600-km altitude.

TABLE I

Drifts Due to 10% Differential Drag-Area at Different Solar

Activity Periods for 600 km Altitude

Along-Track Radial Altitude

Drift/day Drift/day Loss/Day

Low Solar

Activity

15 m 0.15 m 2 m

(F10:7 = 80)

Normal Solar

Activity

110 m 1.2 m 13 m

(F10:7 = 150)

High Solar

Activity

460 m 4.5 m 57 m

(F10:7 = 250)

values. The instantaneous value of kp depends on

many factors like sunspot cycles, solar flares, coronal

holes, disappearing solar filaments and the solar-wind

environment near the Earth. Rhoden [13] found that

atmospheric densities increase by as much as 134% in

response to an increase in the kp index from 1 to 6.

The along-track drift achievable with a differential

drag of 10% at 600 km altitude for different kp is

shown in Fig. 3. The simulations were performed for

normal solar activity period (F10:7 = 150). It can be
seen that the drift values are 10 times more for high

geomagnetic activity than when compared with the

drift at normal activity. Even for low values of kp, the

drift in the along-track direction is approximately 60

m/day for a 10% differential drag-area.

The operation altitude is also one of the main

factors that affect the differential drag acceleration

values. Fig. 4 illustrates the drifts achievable with

a 10% differential drag-area at solar minima for

different operation altitudes. The same results are

summarized in Table II.

It can be seen from Table II that the drift due to

differential drag decreases with the increasing altitude.
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Fig. 4. Drift achievable with a 10% differential drag-area for

various altitudes at low solar activity.

TABLE II

Drift Values Achievable with 10% Differential Drag-Area for

Various Altitudes at Low Solar Activity

500 km 550 km 600 km 650 km 700 km 800 km

Drift,

m/day

75 30 15 6.75 4.5 2.4

For 600 km altitude, 50% more differential drag-area

is needed to produce the same drift as at 500 km.

For 800 km altitude, this value rises to 300%. It

should be noted that the values of the drifts are for the

worst case scenario calculated using the NRLMSISE

model which is estimated to have an uncertainty of

30% [14].

To assess the performance of the density model

used (NRLMSISE), the values of drifts obtained at

average solar flux were compared with those obtained

with the other density models like Jacchia 1971, CIRA

1972, Harris-Priester, and the 1976 Standard. The

results (Fig. 5) show that the NRLMSISE, Jacchia

1971, and CIRA 1972 yield almost similar results

but 1976 Standard and the Harris-Priester show some

significant deviations. Comparing atmospheric models

is difficult for a variety of reasons: there is usually

no direct measurement of density, only the indirect

measure from the satellite motion which involves

additional unknowns; models vary in their accuracy

over regions of the atmosphere and solar conditions,

leading to mixed results. However, Harris-Priester and

the 1976 Standard models are known to be not precise

and NRLMSISE and Jacchia models are known to be

better models for density prediction [15].

The value of differential drag acceleration

produced by 0:01 m2 of drag-area for different
altitudes at different solar activity periods is shown in

Fig. 6. The drag acceleration values range from 5:8£
10¡9 m/s2 for 500-km altitude to 1:8£10¡10 m/s2 for
800-km altitude at low solar activity, 3:8£10¡8 m/s2

Fig. 5. Drift values obtained from different atmospheric density

models.

Fig. 6. Differential drag acceleration produced by 0:01 m2 drag

area for different altitudes as different solar activity periods.

for 500-km altitude to 6:0£ 10¡10 m/s2 for 800-km
altitude at normal solar activity and 1:2£10¡7 m/s2
for 500-km altitude to 2:7£ 10¡9 m/s2 for 800-km
altitude at high solar activity.

It is evident from the simulation results that a

reasonable amount of drift could be achieved with

the differential drag panels even at high altitudes.

However, this study will not be complete without the

assessment of the drifts caused by other perturbations

that need to be compensated with differential drag.

For this reason, the other factors that affect the

formation are examined in the next section.

B. Factors that Disrupt the Formation

One of the main factors that affects a formation

pattern is the differential gravitational effect [16]. The

differential gravitational effects are caused due to the

spacecraft passing different regions of the Earth at a

given time. This causes the spacecraft to experience

gravitational accelerations of different magnitudes

based on the subsatellite point location. The effect
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Fig. 7. Effects of differential gravity on spacecraft formation of

1 km at 600-km altitude.

can be attributed to the Earth’s oblateness. To study

the effects of differential gravitational acceleration,

simulations were performed for a formation (at

600-km altitude) initially separated by 1 km and

in Sun-synchronous orbits. The EGM-96 (Earth

gravity model) model with an order and degree of

70£ 70 was used for the simulations. The along-track
separation distance versus radial separation distance,

plotted for 1 day (» 15 orbits), is shown in Fig. 7.
It can be seen that the along-track and the radial

distances oscillate within one orbit. The magnitude

of these oscillations varies from 4.5 m/orbit in

the along-track direction to slightly more than a

meter/orbit in the radial direction. There is also a

slight secular drift in the along-track direction due to

the change of the argument of perigees of the orbits

of spacecraft in formation. However, the mean average

drift in the radial direction is zero. The magnitudes

of secular drift and periodic variations were found

to decrease with the decrease in the separation of the

initial separation distances. For very close formations,

the effects of differential J2 are in centimeter level.

Differential gravitational affects also cause drifts

in the cross-track direction. These drifts become

significant if the spacecrafts lie in different orbital

planes or have different semi-major axis.

Navigation errors lead to uncertainty of position

and velocity at any given time. These uncertainties

would usually be considered as drifts by the control

system. Carpenter [17] estimates that even with a

navigation system that can produce radial accuracy

of 10 cm and speed accuracy of 0.1 mm/s, the

corresponding uncertainties of along-track drift may

be on the order of 1 m/orbit, and could be as poor

as about 3 m/orbit depending on the navigation

filter. Although navigation errors do not disrupt the

formation directly, they cause errors in the formation

geometry by causing a need for unnecessary

maneuvers.

Fig. 8. Dependence of differential drag on the attitude errors.

Relative attitude errors could also affect the

formation by inducing differential drag effects.

The magnitude of the drifts depends directly on

the percentage of differential drag induced. Let us

consider an attitude control system with a control

accuracy of §5‘deg in the three rotational directions.
Generally, for identical spacecraft, a pure roll error

will not contribute to any differential drag effects but

pitch or yaw errors will cause differences in effective

cross-sectional areas. Fig. 8 shows the percent of

differential drag induced by relative attitude errors for

a spacecraft configuration (0:3 m£ 0:3 m£ 0:15 m) as
shown in Fig. 1.

It can be seen from Fig. 8 that a constant 5%

attitude error translates to roughly 4% differential

drag-area. A 4% differential drag-area would in

turn cause a drift of approximately 6 m/day in the

along-track direction and 0.06 m/day in the radial

direction (Table I) at low solar activity or 182 m/day

in the along-track direction and 1.8 m/day in the radial

direction at high solar activity. It should be noted that

the plot in Fig. 8 is for a particular configuration of

the spacecraft and the results might vary for different

spacecraft configurations. Relative attitude errors

should also be considered during operation of the drag

panels to minimize control errors.

Other factors that disrupt the formation are the

differential perturbations of the Sun and the Moon

and the differential solar radiation pressure effects.

Both of these factors only cause periodic variations

in the along-track and radial separation distances that

vary with the separation distance and do not cause

any secular drifts for identical spacecraft. The effects

of the Sun, Moon, and the solar radiation pressure

along with the individual and combined effects of

differential drag and differential gravity are shown in

Figs. 9—11. It can be seen that the differential effects

of Sun, Moon, and the solar radiation pressure are

much smaller than the effects of differential drag
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Fig. 9. Effects of differential accelerations on leader-follower

formation at 600-km altitude separated by 10 km.

Fig. 10. Effects of differential accelerations on leader-follower

formation at 600-km altitude separated by 1 km.

(10%) and differential gravity. Also the differential

gravitational effects decrease with the decrease in the

initial separation. This is not true for the differential

drag effects, which are not dependent on the initial

separation distance. For close formations, differential

drag is the only major cause of satellite drift. The

“Combined Effects” plot shows the drift resulting

from the effects of all the factors for three different

separation distances namely, 10 km, 1 km, and 100 m,

respectively. It is also plotted for the worst case

scenario where the drifts due to differential gravity

and drag are in the same direction.

C. Conclusions of the Feasibility Study

The amount of differential drag acceleration

achievable is mainly dependant on the operating

altitude of the formation, the F10.7 solar flux value,

the geomagnetic planetary index, and the differences

in the effective cross-sectional areas. While it is

Fig. 11. Effects of differential accelerations on leader-follower

formation at 600-km altitude separated by 100 m.

desirable to do any formation flying demonstration

at altitudes lower than 400 km, it is possible to

achieve enough drifts to compensate for the disturbing

perturbations even at 800-km altitude with large

drag area differences. Whether this is achievable

with small nano-satellites becomes a questionable

issue due to the limited drag surface area available.

Another important factor that dictates controllability

with differential drag is the separation distance. The

differential gravitational effects seem to increase in

magnitude with the increasing separation distances.

For a given satellite configuration, with a given

effective differential drag-area and for a given altitude

there will be a break-off separation distance that

will limit effective controllability of a formation.

Any larger than the break-off distance, the formation

will become uncontrollable. While it is not difficult

to calculate the break-off distance, this paper does

not include such a calculation due to the numerous

numbers of variables and scenarios involved.

It is very important to stop the drift of the

spacecraft after inter-satellite separation. The time

taken to stop the drift will definitely dictate the initial

separation distance and that depends on the magnitude

of differential drag acceleration. One good way to

reduce the impact of an initial velocity on along-track

growth rate is by separating the satellites in the radial

or the cross-track direction. The resultant cross-track

drift is not controllable though. A collision scenario is

possible if separation occurs in a plane perpendicular

to the velocity direction and hence that direction

should be avoided.

III. PID CONTROLLER FOR FORMATION KEEPING

In this section, the design of a simple PID

controller for formation keeping is discussed. The

controller takes into account the difference of energies

of the orbits of the spacecraft and assigns a control

drag-area ±A to nullify the difference according to the
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Fig. 12. Evolution of along-track distance without active control.

control law;

±A=Kp ¢ ±E+KI ¢
Z
±E dt+Kd ¢

d±E

dt
(2)

where

±E = Em¡Ed =
V2m
2
¡ ¹

Rd
¡
μ
V2d
2
¡ ¹

Rd

¶
:

Subscripts m and d correspond to master and deputy
spacecraft, respectively.

The control drag-area may be assigned to either

the master spacecraft or the deputy spacecraft

depending on the sign of the difference of ±E. The
control drag-area is used to compute the control

acceleration that is given by

acontrol =¡
½

2

μ
Cd ¢ (A+ ±A)

m

¶
V2rel

~Vrel
j~Vrelj

: (3)

The control acceleration is then used by the system

equation that is given as

r̈ =¡ ¹
r̄3
r̂+ acontrol + aperturbations: (4)

The term in (4) may include the effects of

accelerations that cause the drift of the formation

including that of the differential gravity and the

differential drag effects caused by attitude errors.

In a real mission scenario, the orbital energies of

the master and deputy spacecraft would be calculated

using the position and velocity feedback from the

on-board GPS receivers. Since these data represent

single point measurements, there is no need for any

relative navigation system to implement this controller.

To test the functionality of the controller,

simulations involving formation maintenance were

performed in a high-fidelity environment with the

inclusion of Earth oblateness effects, Sun and Moon

perturbations, and solar radiation pressure. The

satellites were assumed to have an initial along-track

separation distance of 10 km. The controller’s

gains were selected based on the observed energy

differences in the free runs. A saturation function

was implemented to limit the drag area differences

to a maximum of 0:01 m2. A control value of +u

meant that the master spacecraft would change its

drag area and a control value of ¡u meant that the
follower would change its drag area. The following

controller gains were found to produce reasonable

results; Kp = 10
5, Ki = 200, and Kd = 3£103 although

a finer tuning could have yielded even better results.

The relative motion of the deputy spacecraft with

respect to the master spacecraft, in the along-track and

radial directions without active control (propagated

for 4 days) is shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The relative

motion in the along-track direction is the same as in

Fig. 9 only without any differential drag.

The simulations were performed again but this

time with the PID controller switched on. Figs. 14

and 15 show the controlled along-track and radial

separation distances. The controller managed to

cancel the along-track drift and also reduce periodic

oscillations in the along-track and radial directions.

The along-track separation distance remained at

10 km for the simulated time. The control switch

values are shown in Fig. 16. For the selected gains,

the system operates at saturation. An increase in the

magnitude of the gain made the system work within

saturation but also increased the transient time. Proper

tuning of the gains could lead to better results in terms

of transient time and steady state errors.
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Fig. 13. Evolution of radial distance without active control.

Fig. 14. Evolution of along-track distance with active control.

From the simulation results, it can be seen that

the controller works reasonably well for small

differences in energy caused by natural perturbations.

The advantage of the controller proposed in this

paper is its ease of implementation and moderate

requirements for formation keeping. It is reasonable

to believe that the controller would not be able

to compensate the errors caused by huge radial

separation distances or significant velocity offsets

caused after spacecraft deployment. For these cases,

a conventional propulsion system would be more

appropriate as a drag controller would demand

huge cross-sectional areas to nullify the energy

difference. There are some issues that have not been

addressed here and currently being investigated. They

are:

1) robustness of the controller to feedback errors,

2) dependence of the stability of the controller on

initial conditions/parameters.

Currently, at the time of writing this paper,the

authors are investigating other control methods

of formation keeping and reconfiguration using

differential drag. The results reported in this paper

are excerpts of a feasibility study conducted for a

proposed formation flight mission of the Canadian
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Fig. 15. Evolution of radial distance with active control.

Fig. 16. Control switch values used for formation maintenance.

Space Agency that is scheduled to be launched in

2011.

IV. SUMMARY

This paper addresses the feasibility of using

differential drag for formation keeping of a

leader-follower formation in circular orbits by

comparing the drifts achievable with differential

drag at different solar activity periods to the drifts

caused by various other factors like the differential

gravitational and navigation errors. The simulations

performed with the HPOP module of the STK

showed that it is possible to achieve enough drift

to compensate the drifts produced by differential

gravitational and other differential effects even at

low solar activity period with a moderate differential

drag-area for altitudes 500 km—800 km. A control law

was also developed for formation keeping that adjusts

the cross-sectional area of the satellites by comparing

the energies of the satellites in formation. The

simulations performed in a high fidelity environment

using an in-house built propagator showed that the

controller could maintain the formation distance with

coarse control accuracy of a few tens of meters and

simultaneously reduce any periodic oscillations in the

intrack-radial plane.
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